W e propose that the temporal dimension is fragile in that choices are insufficiently sensitive to it, and second, such sensitivity as exists is exceptionally malleable, unlike other dimensions such as money, which are attended by default. To test this, we axiomatize a "constant-sensitivity" discount function, and in four studies, we show that the degree of time-sensitivity is inadequate relative to the compound discounting norm, and strongly susceptible to manipulation. Time-sensitivity is increased by a comparative within-subject presentation (Experiment 1), direct instruction (Experiment 3), and provision of a visual cue for time duration (Experiment 4); time-sensitivity is decreased using a time pressure manipulation (Experiment 2). In each study, the sensitivity manipulation has an opposite effect on near-future and far-future valuations: Increased sensitivity decreases discounting in the near future and increases discounting in the far future. In contrast, such sensitivity manipulations have little effect on the money dimension.
Introduction
The temporal dimension is an unavoidable but problematic component of many decisions. Managers choose between long-term and short-term goals; investors choose how much money to put aside for retirement or for the deposit on a house in five years; people exercise to lose weight for an upcoming vacation or to remain healthy in later years; governments decide whether to drill for oil and satisfy demand in the near term or not to drill and preserve the environment for future generations. The value people place on different points in the future matters in such decisions, and evidence suggests that the value people place on the future is not what it should be.
Normative concerns about the valuation of future events have traditionally taken two forms. First, there is an old concern, voiced in moralistic writing as well as in economics, that humans are myopic and do not value the future enough (e.g., see discussions of this perspective by Ainslie 2001 , Loewenstein 1992 . Second, there is a more recent concern, grounded in experimental evidence, that the value or utility of future events is discounted according to a hyperbolic, rather than compound, function (Rachlin et al. 1991 , Ainslie and Haslam 1992 , Green et al. 1994 , Kirby and Marakovic 1995 . According to hyperbolic discounting, the discount rate associated with a fixedtime interval (e.g., a fixed delay to receive money) is not constant as required by compound discounting, but declines as the interval becomes more remote. This leads to dynamically inconsistent choices (Thaler 1981 , Ainslie and Haendel 1983 , Green et al. 1994 , in which an individual does not choose according to plans that were optimal from an earlier vantage point. For example, someone who chooses to receive two apples in eight days over one apple in a week is likely to reverse that preference one week later, choosing one apple immediately over two the next day.
Here, supported by fresh experimental evidence, we provide a new theoretical diagnosis about the root cause of the problems with time. On our account, the temporal dimension is fragile in a dual sense. First, choices are insufficiently sensitive to the temporal dimension. Second, such sensitivity that exists is exceptionally malleable: Certain manipulations can easily compromise it while others can easily enhance it. In this respect, time is treated differently from other attributes, such as money or outcome quality. Unlike a money amount, which is difficult to ignore, the temporal dimension has an "optional status"
1 -it can be pushed into the background or become a key concern, depending on incidental aspects of the choice situation.
Central to this account is our definition of timesensitivity. We conceptualize sensitivity as the impact of time variation (defined by time intervals) on value variation (defined by value ratios). Our theoretical contribution is to axiomatize a constant-sensitivity (CS) discount function f 4t5 = exp44at5 b 5, which separates impatience from sensitivity. The a-parameter measures impatience, and also marks the boundary between the near and far future: Times shorter than 1/a are in the near-future period, while those greater than 1/a are in the far-future (see Figure 1 , where a = 005). So, greater impatience leads to more immediate discounting of value. Time-sensitivity, measured by the b-parameter, also affects discounting in a characteristic way, decreasing discounting for near-future outcomes, but increasing discounting for far-future outcomes.
Building on this parametric framework, our empirical contribution is to show that time-sensitivity is not only inadequate relative to the compounddiscounting norm, but also susceptible to manipulation. In Study 1, we show that time-sensitivity, rather than discounting per se, is enhanced in a withinsubject design. Consequently, discount rates measured within-subject rather than between-subject are smaller for the near future, but larger for the far future. In Study 2, we find that time-sensitivity can be compromised by requiring subjects to make a decision under time pressure. We see this selective vulnerability of the time dimension even though it is the most important dimension, in terms of its relative weight, when subjects have unlimited time. Hence, time pressure does not simply cause subjects to focus attention on the most important attribute, as one might have supposed. In Studies 3 and 4, we demonstrate that time-sensitivity is enhanced if subjects are asked to attend to the time dimension (Study 3), or are provided with an analogue visual cue (Study 4). However, when these same manipulations are directed toward the money dimension, we do not observe any increase in the influence of money. Hence, the money dimension is attended even without specific instruction or visual bolstering of magnitude.
Time-Insensitivity
There is considerable empirical evidence that people are naturally insensitive to certain aspects of time, such as duration. In their extensive research on duration neglect, Kahneman and his colleagues have shown that people commonly underweight or even ignore the duration of an event in their evaluation of its total utility (Frederickson and Kahneman 1993, Redelmeier and Kahneman 1996) where evaluations are made either in retrospect or in prospect (Varey and Kahneman 1992, Redelmeier and Kahneman 1996) . People's insensitivity to duration seems to be partly due to a lack of attentional focus. While people typically underestimate the duration of an event (Block and Zakay 1997) , they increase their estimations when their attention is directed to duration in advance (Zakay 1998) . Similarly, elicitation methods such as choice, involving direct comparison of events of different duration, increase people's sensitivity to duration relative to elicitation methods that lack direct comparison, like ratings (Ariely and Loewenstein 2000) .
Insensitivity to duration seems likely to apply to insensitivity to time intervals extending from now into the future. Previous research finds that people commonly consider future events relative to a reference time-point (Loewenstein 1988 , Shelley 1993 , which, outside of deliberate manipulation, is likely to be "now"; and an event that occurs at future time X is also an event after a time interval from now of duration X. So, we might reasonably expect some natural insensitivity for time intervals from now into the future (also see Zauberman et al. 2007) .
Duration research indicates that time-insensitivity can be alleviated by attention manipulations, but does not suggest the specific form such insensitivity might take. An extensive literature on both heuristics and dual-process theories suggests that a wide variety of judgments are often made rapidly using simple heuristics, while more effortful, systematic processing is used only if people have sufficient motivation, time, and cognitive resources. (For reviews of these literatures, see Chaiken and Trope 1999, Gilovich et al. 2002.) A priori, we might expect several possible forms of insensitivity to arise through the application of a simplifying decisional heuristic. An extreme example would be complete insensitivity to the temporal dimension, which is equivalent to a zero discount rate over time. An interesting and distinctive feature of the temporal attribute is that complete insensitivity has some normative appeal: It is possible to argue (and it has been) that one should give equal weight to present satisfaction and (certain) future satisfaction (see Senior 1836 or, more recently in the domain of health, Gyrd-Hansen and Søgaard 1998).
An opposite, equally extreme form of insensitivity would be one in which only the present moment mattered, and all future outcomes had zero weight. This would be equivalent to the limiting case of an infinite discount rate. A less extreme variant of this would give some smaller weight to all future outcomes, irrespective of their date.
2 This form of insensitivity is most consistent with empirical evidence, and might result from a simple "present-future dichotomy" heuristic. Another less extreme variant could result from an "extended-present" heuristic, in which all events in a given time window, including the present moment, have equal weight, and events outside the window have zero weight.
The present-future dichotomy heuristic, in particular, is consistent with research examining the effects of cognitive resources on discounting. In two studies by Ebert (2001) , people made valuations of rewards available almost immediately (in 1 day) or in the far future (in 1 year). With their cognitive resources restricted by time pressure or by the imposition of an interfering task, they showed considerable discounting of far-future rewards, suggesting that discounting of the far future is relatively effortless and rapid, consistent with applying a present-future dichotomy heuristic. With more cognitive resources, subjects' far-future valuations decreased further, showing increased discounting. Assuming that subjects with more cognitive resources could better attend to future time and so showed greater time-sensitivity, these results imply, first, that time-insensitive subjects do discount the future, and, second, that increased sensitivity leads to increased discounting in the far future. Both implications are consistent with the form of insensitivity resulting from a present-future dichotomy heuristic.
The Constant-Sensitivity (CS) Discounting Model
We now develop a parametric model of discounting that can efficiently accommodate the normative compound-discounting case, as well as the different forms of time-insensitivity that were just described. We start with the observation that compound (or exponential) discounting implies a unit "elasticity" of log-discount factors with respect to time:
In other words, a 1% increase in delay to reward implies a 1% reduction in log-discounted-presentvalue of the reward. Given that unit elasticity defines compound discounting, it is natural to interpret lower-than-unit elasticities as indicating insufficient time-sensitivity relative to compound discounting. If elasticity is constant and equal to b > 0, then the discount function has the constant-sensitivity form:
Here, a 1% increase in delay to reward implies a b% reduction in log-discounted-present-value of the reward. Smaller values of b indicate greater time-insensitivity, with b  0 being the limiting case of complete time-insensitivity. We write f 4t5 = exp44at5 b 5, rather than f 4t5 = exp4at b 5, to allow for a cleaner separation of time-sensitivity and impatience; in the latter formulation, a change in b-produced, for example, by an experimental manipulation of sensitivity-would also uniformly compress or expand the time scale (t ! t b ), forcing a compensating adjustment in a even if there was no change in the underlying impatience level.
This discount function also can be derived from a simple axiom, a generalization of the stationarity condition (that, as is well known, gives rise to the normative exponential case; see Fishburn and Rubinstein 1982) . Stated at the level of preference between simple (one-outcome) prospects, stationarity requires that preferences between dated outcomes are not affected when all dates are pushed back by a constant amount. Hence, if 4x1 t5 denotes the acquisition of outcome x at time t, then stationarity implies that 4x1 t5  4y1 s5 if and only if 4x1 t + r5  4y1 s + r5, for any dates t, s, r. In words, (1 apple, now) equals (2 apples, tomorrow) if and only if (1 apple, in 6 days) also equals (2 apples, in 7 days).
Actual preferences tend to violate stationarity in the "hyperbolic" direction, where, if one apple today was indeed worth two apples tomorrow, then one would normally observe a preference for two apples in seven days over one apple in six days, on the grounds that the difference between today and tomorrow is relatively greater than the difference between waiting six and seven days. (This has also been called "decreasing impatience," as in Prelec 2004 .) It is as if a constant time interval looms larger when positioned closer to the present moment. To make both options equally attractive, one would have to expand the interval between the smaller and larger outcome, e.g., by pushing back the two apples from seven days to, say, 10 days. This would imply that the difference between the first pair of dates-today and tomorrow-is about the same as the difference between the second pair of dates-six days and 10 days.
Our alternative axiom allows for such violation of stationarity, but insists that the degree of nonstationarity is independent of time scale:
Temporal Scale Invariance2 For any outcomes x, y, z, and dates t, s, r, q, the indifference pair 4x1 t5  4y1 s5 and 4x1 r5  4y1 q5 implies: 4x1 t5  4z1 s5 if and only if 4x1 r5  4z1 q5, for all  > 0.
For example, if we find that (1 apple, now) equals (2 apples, tomorrow) and (1 apple, in 6 days) equals (2 apples, in 10 days) then scale invariance implies that (1 apple, now) equals (3 apples, in 1 week) if and only if (1 apple in 6 weeks) equals (3 apples in 10 weeks). The force of the condition is that whether the difference between one pair of dates (0 versus 1) is perceived as larger than the difference between another pair of dates (6 versus 10) does not depend on the time scale over which the dates are defined (in this case, days or weeks). It follows from the scale invariance axiom that the discount function has the constantsensitivity form, Equation (1). The proof is presented in the appendix to this paper; however, it is straightforward to check that the function satisfies temporal scale invariance. Suppose that we find a pair of time intervals given by dates: t > s and r > q, such that: 4x1 t5  4z1 s5 and 4x1 r5  4z1 q5. In that case, u4x5f 4t5 = u4z5f 4s5, and u4x5f 4r5 = u4z5f 4q5, which implies that the two intervals induce the same discount factor, equal to relative utility of the two outcomes, u4z5/u4x52 f 4t5/f 4s5 = f 4r5/f 4q5 = u4z5/u4x5. If the discount function has the form (1), it then follows that exp44at5
b , which is independent of the scale factor .
Hence, whether two intervals have the same discount factor does not depend on the scale of the intervals. Qualitatively, for b < 1, the constant-sensitivity function resembles the hyperbola, which has been studied extensively. However, (1) has two advantages over the hyperbola. First, the function captures sensitivity with a single parameter, b, while the second parameter, a, establishes the theoretically important boundary between the near and the far future, where 1/a provides the temporal window for which discounting is enhanced (near future) or diminished (far future) by time-insensitivity. Second, unlike the hyperbolic, the constant-sensitivity function has the convenient linear form, shown already in the derivation of (1),
Therefore, if we measure discount factors f 4t5 at different points in time t, then the slope of the OLS regression of  log4 log f 4t55 against log t provides an estimate of the time-sensitivity parameter, b. We now present four studies that test this functional form and examine how the time-sensitivity parameter responds to experimental manipulation. Each study elicits valuations for future rewards. We use a simple monetary reward in Experiment 1, restaurant meals in Experiment 2, and products from an online store in Experiments 3 and 4. In each study, we show that the degree of time-sensitivity is inadequate relative to the compound-discounting norm and susceptible to manipulation. Using three manipulations, we attempt to increase time-sensitivity by a comparative within-subject presentation (Experiment 1), direct instruction (Experiment 3), or provision of an analogue visual cue for time (Experiment 4). With a final manipulation, time pressure (Experiment 2), we attempt to reduce time-sensitivity as in Ebert (2001) . In each study, based on the form of our constantsensitivity function, we expect the sensitivity manipulation to have an opposite effect on near-future and far-future valuations. That is, a manipulation of sensitivity that increases discounting in the near future (by decreasing sensitivity, i.e., parameter b), should decrease discounting in the far future (and vice-versa) . This is our critical empirical hypothesis that is tested in each of the four studies.
Demonstrating the Effects of
Changing Time-Sensitivity
Experiment 1: Presentation Manipulation
In the first and simplest study, we present the future times of reward availability either within-or betweensubjects. The premise here is that varying the time dimension within-subjects draws attention to it, relative to varying it between-subjects, by allowing and inviting comparison across rewards (similar to the use of a choice relative to a ratings response in Ariely and Loewenstein 2000; also see Griffin et al. 1990 ; Abele and Petzwold 1998 for similar manipulations with presentation mode). We expect subjects in the "within" presentation condition to be more timesensitive than "between" subjects, with a larger timesensitivity parameter, b, that is closer to 1, resulting in an interaction between presentation mode and future time, where subjects in the within condition show reduced discounting for the near future and enhanced discounting for the far future relative to those in the between condition.
Experiment 1: Method
Three hundred and nine subjects (122 female, 187 male; mean age 20.7 years, SD = 303) completed a brief questionnaire in return for a $2 convenience store certificate. They provided the present value of an $80 cash "windfall" prize that they would receive at a specified future time (according to their assigned experimental condition). To improve their understanding of the discounting question, subjects were first asked to indicate a preference for (a) immediate, (b) delayed receipt of the prize, or (c) an indifference to delay, implying, respectively, a valuation for the future that is (a) lower than $80, (b) greater than $80, or (c) equivalent to $80. They then completed the valuation statement appropriate to their assigned condition, such as: "Either $__.__ today or $80.00 in 3 months would be equally attractive to me." For the experimental conditions, there were five Future times: in 1 day, in 1 week, in 1 month, in 3 months, and in 1 year, presented either between-or within-subjects. Between subjects valued the certificate for only one future time (their assigned condition), and Within subjects valued the certificate at each of the five future times (presented in one of two counterbalanced random orders). In addition to its effect on attention to future time, a within-subjects presentation of future time suggests a range of possible future times, and this could make the certificates easier to value, i.e., more "evaluable" (Hsee 1996) , also increasing time-sensitivity. To check for this potential effect, all subjects were also randomly assigned to either an informed condition (told that the cash windfall "is sent to winners at different times: Either in 1 day, in 1 week, in 1 month, in 3 months, or in 1 year") or to a not informed condition (informed of the prize they had won, i.e., mentioning only one future time for between-subject conditions). Subjects were randomly assigned evenly across these 12 conditions: 2 Information conditions  6 (5 Between plus 1 Within).
Experiment 1: Results
Excluding data. Eleven inconsistent subjects were excluded from the analyses. Of these, 10 stated a preference for an immediate prize but gave higher valuations for delayed prizes, and one preferred a later prize but gave lower values for delayed prizes.
In this, and in subsequent studies, we also excluded subjects who put a higher value on a delayed rather than immediate cash prize. Here, 10 subjects (3%) expressed a consistent preference for a delayed prize, both in the initial choice and in their valuations. We exclude these "negative discounters" because our hypotheses are about discounting, and the factors that affect the structure of the discount function. Subjects may value future cash more for a variety of reasons (savoring, self-control, and so on), but these reasons are not the proper subject of our study. Exclusion of negative discounters also makes our results more comparable to most other discounting studies, which commonly employ methods that require positive discounting or whose response scales exclude options that would indicate negative discounting (e.g., Green et al. 1997 , Chapman and Coups 1999 , Coller and Williams 1999 , Alessi and Petry 2003 . For robustness, we also conducted our analyses including negative discounters, and obtained very similar results with no change in our conclusions.
Valuations. Figure 2 shows a plot of  log4 log f 4t55 against log t for each valuation condition, with the constant-sensitivity function fitted to the mean discount factors for each future time. The slopes of the lines correspond to the b-parameter estimates for each condition. A line of slope 1, corresponding to compound (exponential) discounting, is also provided as a comparison. We see that both lines have slopes much less than one and that the slope for the Between condition is lower than the slope for the Within condition as expected, indicating less time-sensitivity. In both cases, the constant-sensitivity function provides a nearly perfect fit to the aggregate data.
To compare the Between and Within presentations statistically, we treated the Within condition valuations as independent observations, with each subject providing five observations. This produces a conservative test of the Within/Between presentation manipulation. By contrast, a repeated-measures analysis would be more powerful as long as there are positive correlations between valuations for different future times (Kenny and Judd 1986, Rosenthal and Rosnow 1991) . These correlations were positive (varying from 0.23 to 0.88; all but one significant at the 0.05 level).
Valuations for all subjects were submitted to a 2 (Presentation: Between, Within)  5 (Future time: 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 1 year)  2 (Information: Informed, Not informed) ANOVA. The predicted Presentation  Future time interaction was significant (see Table 1 ; including negative discounters, p < 0003). As expected, relative to Within subjects, Between subjects showed greater sensitivity to differences in time for prize receipt, with greater discounting of near-future rewards and reduced discounting of far-future rewards, confirmed by t-tests for each future time (significant for 1 year, 3 months, and 1 day; ps < 0006).
The information manipulation had little effect, beyond a marginally significant interaction with presentation mode. Examination of the means showed little effect of this manipulation for subjects in the Between condition (M Informed = 69093, M Not informed = 69024) for any future times, suggesting that simply  Aggregate level b-estimates are calculated by tting the constant-sensitivity function to the mean discount factors for each future time. For the individual level, the constant-sensitivity function is tted to the discount factors for each subject, and the mean of these individual b-estimates is reported. mentioning the range of times was not sufficient to increase attention to future time for these subjects. However, for Within subjects, who were already more attentive to future time, this information seemed to reinforce attention to future time, leading to greater discounting for the far future: The lower valuation overall for the informed condition (M Informed = 65030, M Not informed = 68059) was driven by change in the farfuture conditions only, though the 3-way interaction did not reach significance 4p = 00145.
Experiment 1: Conclusion
Eliciting present values via a comparative response method (i.e., within subjects) has the effect of reducing discounting for the near future and increasing discounting for the far future. This dual impact is fully captured by differences in our sensitivity measure, b, where the within condition subjects are more timesensitive. Both groups have b parameters considerably less than 1, i.e., they are time-insensitive relative to the compound-discounting function. These results were robust to including negative discounters in the analysis.
Experiment 2: Time Pressure Manipulation
We now replicate the results of Experiment 1 by restricting the time available for judgment, a manipulation used by Ebert (2001) . We adapt the Ebert time pressure manipulation to a different valuation method, conjoint analysis, which requires people to make trade-offs between attributes. To our knowledge, Sultan and Winer (1993) is the only previous application to discounting. The conjoint approach allows estimation of both parametric and non-parametric discount functions, as well as attribute utility functions at the level of individual subjects. We can therefore precisely assess how the discount coefficients and utilities are affected by the time pressure manipulation. We expected the results for the restricted time and unlimited time conditions to replicate, respectively, the results of the time-insensitive condition (Between) and the more time-sensitive condition (Within) in Experiment 1.
Experiment 2: Method
One hundred undergraduate students (41 female, 59 male; mean age 24.3 years, SD = 904 years) individually rated their preferences for gift certificates for local restaurants and were compensated $5. Subjects first studied menus of the five restaurants for at least four minutes, then were instructed to arrange a randomly ordered set of 15 certificates on a 100-point scale presented on a large cardboard sheet by first placing their favorite at 100 and then placing the remaining certificates on the scale to indicate their preference for each in proportion to their favorite. Subjects were randomly assigned to complete the task either with Restricted time (in only one minute) or with Unlimited time (unlimited time with a minimum of six minutes).
3 The certificates presented information on three attributes (in randomized order): Restaurant establishment (one of five local ethnic restaurants); Future time from which the certificate would be valid (1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, or 1 year), and Meal size (Main course, Main course and appetizer, Main course for two). The combinations of these attribute levels was determined using a D-Optimal designer, which minimizes the generalized variance of the utility estimates. Two certificate sets were devised (A and B) and used, counterbalanced across the two valuation time conditions.
Experiment 2: Results
Calculation of utilities 4or part-worths5 for each attribute. The underlying preference model that we estimate treats utility as a ratio scale, and decomposes the utility of a certificate into a product of the attribute utilities, or:
The ratio scale interpretation was induced by asking subjects to rate certificates "in proportion" to their favorite, which was assigned a rating of 100. For example, a rating for Certificate 1 twice that for Certificate 2 is interpreted as twice the utility of Certificate 2: For two certificates with the same meal size and same restaurant, differing only in future time, with Certificate 1 available in one week and Certificate 2 available in three months, we can infer a discount factor for three months as 50% that for one week, implying a loss of half the certificate value if postponed from one week to three months.
Formally, to derive the utilities, we encoded each certificate with dummy variables 4x ijk 5 for each attribute level j of each attribute k for each certificate i Wind 1975, Green and Srinivasan 1978) . 4 Dummy variable, x ijk , was equal to 1 if certificate i offered attribute level j on attribute k, and was equal to 0 otherwise (so a certificate valid in 1 week had a dummy variable of 1 for the 1 week attribute level of the future time attribute, and 0 for the remaining attribute levels of the future time attribute). In the multiplicative model, the utility of a certificate i, given by rating r i , is the product of the utilities of the three attributes for that certificate, and allows us to estimate log-utilities log u jk using ordinary least squares. 5 So for each subject, we used OLS regression of their 15 certificate ratings against the 10 dummy variables for the attribute levels to estimate the log-utilities for the attribute levels. Exponentiation transforms these estimates back into estimates of the multiplicative utilities. For the time attribute, the utilities are just the discount factors, which we normalize so that the discount factor for one day equals +1, which means that u jk for the time dimension (i.e., k = future time) are estimates of the discount factor for a specific future time j relative to one day. For the restaurant attribute, because subjects' preferences for the five restaurants varied, we organized the utilities for each subject into descending order and labeled them as first, second, third, fourth, and fifth favorite restaurants. This made it possible to estimate changes in preference as a function of restaurant rank across subjects.
Negative discounters. From the five estimated future time utilities for each subject, we identified 23 subjects who exhibited a negative time preference (i.e., one-half or more of their future time utility estimates indicated a preference for delay, i.e., discount factors greater than 1). Although positive discounting is much more common, negative discounting has been obtained for some stimuli including restaurant meals (e.g., if presented as part of a sequence, as in Loewenstein and Prelec 1991, or where people savor delayed positive events, as in Loewenstein 1987) . So, as in Experiment 1, for robustness, we also conducted our analyses including negative discounters. We obtained very similar results with no change in our conclusions.
The effect of restricted time on the future time attribute. According to our hypothesis, restricting time for valuation should lead to less time-sensitivity and so more discounting (or lower valuations) of near-future events and less discounting (or higher valuations) of far-future events, producing an interaction between response time and future time. A 4 (Future time: 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 1 year)  2 (Response time: Restricted or Unlimited)  2 (Certificate Set: A or B) ANOVA on subjects' future time log-utility estimates revealed this interaction (p = 0002; including negative discounters, p = 0001) in the predicted direction (see Figure 3) .
Applying the constant-sensitivity function to the aggregate data for the two response-time conditions as in Experiment 1, we find less time-sensitivity in the restricted than in the unlimited time condition (Figure 3 ). Both b estimates are far below the normative (compound function) value of 1.00 (see Table 1 ). If the constant-sensitivity-function is estimated at the individual level, using individual OLS regressions of  log4 log f 4t55 against log t to estimate b for each subject, the mean estimates of b are again both lower The impatience parameter, a, did not change significantly with restricted time (by t-test or Kruskal-Wallis, ps > 0020), and was uncorrelated with b 4r s = 00025. Therefore, both the results comparing the mean discount factors and those comparing b parameters show that time pressure changes the structure of the discount function, promoting less time-sensitivity (i.e., more "hyperbolic") discounting. As before, this means relatively more discounting of near-future outcomes and less discounting of far-future outcomes.
Analyses of utilities for the other attributes 4restaurant and meal size5. We conducted separate ANOVA analyses, similar to that for the future time attribute, on the restaurant and meal size utilities, respectively, to elucidate the effect of restricting time for valuation. Only the utilities for restaurants showed an effect of the response time manipulation: The interaction with response time was significant, F 441 2925 = 2053, p = 0004, eta = 0018 (though p = 0016 when including negative discounters). The overall influence of the restaurant attribute, i.e., mean (max. log-utility  min. log-utility), was greater with restricted response time (see Figure 4) . However, the opposite was true for the future time attribute, which had greater influence with unlimited time for valuation (Figure 3 ). This result is important because it suggests that subjects with restricted time did not simply rely more heavily on the most important attribute (i.e., future time), as one might have supposed. Instead, their attention appeared to be transferred from the future time attribute to the restaurant attribute.
Internal consistency of valuations across conditions. Subjects seemed able to perform the valuation task adequately under time pressure: Measures of internal consistency, calculated for each subject as the correlation between the predicted preference ratings for the 15 certificates (i.e., the estimated utilities) and their actual preference ratings, did not differ with valuation time (by t-test, p = 0062; p = 0094 including negative discounters).
Experiment 2: Conclusion
Making valuations under time pressure changed the structure of the discounting function in a manner consistent with our main hypothesis, with opposite effects on discounting for the near and far future. Subjects with unlimited decision time were more timesensitive, and showed relatively less discounting of certificates available in the near future and more discounting of certificates available in the far future. However, in both conditions, discounting functions were time-insensitive relative to the normative compound function. Subjects' impatience appeared to be independent of their time-sensitivity: The a parameter was not changed significantly by this manipulation and was uncorrelated with the time-sensitivity b parameter across subjects.
While a normative approach would predict more exponential-like (i.e., compound) discounting with unlimited decision time, it might also predict less discounting in general. While this occurs for the near future, discounting in the far future increases, supporting our hypothesis that people are insensitive to the temporal dimension such that they overdiscount the near future and underdiscount the far future. This result has been obtained using two different manipulations, which change time-sensitivity in different directions, and using two different response methods. Again, the effects of the manipulation on future time valuations were robust to inclusion of negative discounters in the analyses.
Is Time Special? The Effects of Attention and Visual Cues on Monetary Value and Future Time
In Experiment 2, future time was the most important attribute when response time was unlimited. However, time pressure did not simply cause subjects to focus their attention on the most important attribute, as we might have expected. Instead, subjects appear to have shifted attention away from future time to the other attributes. In the next two experiments, we attempt to demonstrate the special vulnerability of the time dimension with two additional manipulations. In Experiment 3, we explicitly instruct subjects to pay careful attention to either the date (i.e., future time) or the money amount; as in Experiment 2, subjects are faced with a conjoint rating task. By comparing the impact of this manipulation with a control group-which saw no such attention instructions-we can see which of the two dimensions is attended to "by default," even when no attention instructions are given. Experiment 4 has the same logic, except that now a visual cue is used to facilitate comparison of either future times or money amounts in the conjoint task.
We expect to replicate the results of Experiments 1 and 2 for the time-sensitivity parameter and to observe greater time-sensitivity, with less discounting of the near future and more discounting of the far future, under attention bolstering or facilitated comparison. Comparing the attention or visual cue conditions with the control group, we expect the manipulation to have an effect on discounting, but not to have an effect on money utility. In other words, we expect that computation of money utility proceeds "by default," and is not affected by attention or facilitated comparison. In contrast, we expect to find that time discounting is affected by these manipulations.
The Effects of Attention to Monetary Value and Future Time on Valuation (Experiment 3)
In this study, subjects were instructed to attend to monetary value, to future time, or were given no attention instructions (the control group), and we examined the effects of these conditions on their valuations of rewards that varied on monetary value, future time, and a third attribute.
Experiment 3: Method
One hundred and twenty-one students (48 female, 59 male, 14 failed to indicate their gender; mean age 22.2 years, SD = 404 years) each rated their preferences for hypothetical prizes of gift certificates for an online store and were compensated $3. To ensure that subjects read all 15 gift certificate options before assigning ratings, they first had to indicate a "rough-cut" preference of all the prizes by dividing the list into a more and less preferred "top" and "bottom half." Next, they put 100 next to their favorite, and rated the remaining options in proportion to their favorite.
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The 15 options varied on three attributes (whose order 7 The specific instructions read: "Put a 100 next to your favorite prize. Then rate all the remaining prizes in proportion to your favorite, i.e., if you like a prize half as much as your favorite rate it '50'; if you like it a quarter as much rate it '25,' and so on. (Another way to think of this rating method is this: If you like a prize exactly as much as a 50% chance of winning your favorite prize, then rate that prize '50'; if you like a prize exactly as much as a 25% chance of winning your favorite prize, then rate that prize '25'.)" of presentation was randomized across subjects): the Product 4music CDs, videos, books5, the Future time when the certificate would arrive (1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, or 1 year), and the Face value of the certificate ($1, $10, $30, $70, $100). As in Experiment 1, the combination of attribute levels was determined using a D-optimal designer. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three conditions (No focus, Timefocus, Value-focus). All subjects were told to make sure their ratings accurately reflected their own preferences. In addition, subjects in the Time-focus [Valuefocus] conditions were told to "make sure that the impact of arrival time [face value] on your ratings is consistent across all certificates." The 15 options were presented on one page, in one of two random orders counterbalanced across experimental conditions.
Experiment 3: Results
We expected the results for time-focus and no focus subjects to replicate those of within and between subjects, respectively, in Experiment 1, and of unlimited and restricted time subjects, respectively, in Experiment 2, so we begin by comparing these two groups. The analytical approach was identical to that used for Experiment 2.
Excluded data. Two subjects who did not rate all certificates were excluded from analysis. We also identified 22 subjects who exhibited a negative time preference, and conducted the analyses both with and without these subjects.
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Comparison of time-focus and no focus groups on attributes. Similar to Experiments 1 and 2, a 4 (Future time: 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 1 year)  2 (Focus: Time-focus, No focus) ANOVA on subjects' time logutility estimates revealed the predicted Future time  Focus interaction (see Table 1 ), with relatively higher discounting for the near future and lower discounting in the far future for subjects in the no focus condition ( Figure 5 ). So, time-focus subjects were more time-sensitive than controls, where the overall influence of the future time attribute, i.e., the mean (max. log-utility  min. log-utility), increased from 0.77 for controls to 0.95 for time-focus subjects. Figure 5 also shows the close fit of the constantsensitivity function to the average discount factors and provides a visual comparison with compound discounting. Consistent with results in the previous experiments, the time-sensitivity estimates are lower in the no focus condition than in the time-focus condition (Table 1) , both for the estimates at the aggregate and individual levels. For the individual-level estimates, this difference between conditions can be tested (and supported) statistically: t4615 = 2012, p = 0004, r = 0026; Kruskal-Wallis, p = 0003. As before, estimates of the b coefficient were considerably smaller than 1 (all ps < 00001), confirming that the discount function is not exponential. Again, the impatience parameter, a, did not change significantly with timefocus (by t-test or Kruskal-Wallis, ps > 0028), and was uncorrelated with b 4r s = 000035. The same ANOVA analysis for each of the product and value attributes suggested that, in focusing attention on future time, time-focus subjects paid less attention to product type 9 : Product  Focus interaction, F 421 1225 = 4076, p = 0001, eta = 0027, where time-focus subjects showed less overall influence of product type than did controls, i.e., mean (max. logutility  min. log-utility) was 0.27 and 0.49, respectively (shown in Figure 6 as the difference between the log-utilities for first and third favorite products). There was no effect of the time-focus manipulation on the face value of the gift certificates 4F s < 15.
Comparison of value-focus and no focus groups on attributes. In contrast to the effects of attention to future time on discount factors, paying attention to the face value of the gift certificates did not change subjects' utilities for face value significantly 4F s < 150 Although the effect was not significant, its direction was consistent for all face values (all utilities for subjects in the value-focus condition were lower than those for the controls) and the overall influence of face value, i.e., mean (max. log-utility  min. log-utility), was slightly reduced for value-focus subjects (2.05) compared to controls (2.26). The face-value manipulation had no Experiment 3: Mean Utilities for Product and Face Value Attributes significant effect either on subjects' discount factors or on their product utilities 4ps > 00315.
Internal consistency. As in Experiment 2, measures of internal consistency, calculated for each subject as the correlation between the predicted preference ratings for the 15 certificates (i.e., the estimated utilities) and their actual preference ratings, did not differ across conditions (by t-test, ps > 0045). Hence, subjects appeared to perform the valuation task with similar care in the three conditions.
Experiment 3: Conclusion
These results replicated those of Experiments 1 and 2 in that subjects who were instructed to attend to arrival time of certificates had larger time-sensitivity parameter estimates, i.e., they were more timesensitive such that they showed relatively lower discounting of the near future and relatively higher discounting of the far future, than controls. Subjects' impatience again appeared to be independent of their time-sensitivity: The a parameter was not changed significantly by the attention manipulation (unlike the time-sensitivity parameter), and it was uncorrelated with the time-sensitivity parameter across subjects.
In addition, Experiment 3 examined the impact of an identical attention manipulation on the face-value attribute. The value-focus manipulation caused no significant change on the utilities of different facevalue certificates, though, directionally, the attention manipulation decreased all utilities and produced a lower relative influence of face value on ratings. These directional effects are very different from the effects of the time-focus manipulation on future time valuations, where time-sensitivity increased the relative importance of future time and decreased the relative importance of other attributes, presumably reflecting the redirection of attention resources to the future time attribute. These results suggest that people are naturally relatively time-insensitive, and that increasing time-sensitivity may require additional attention resources, consistent with findings for insensitivity to time duration (Zakay 1998 ). People do not show the same insensitivity for monetary value, because an equivalent manipulation for face value had very little effect.
In this study, face value was the most important attribute and had the largest influence on value for subjects in the control group, so it is possible that a ceiling effect prevented any significant effect of the attention manipulation for this attribute. While the directional decrease in relative importance of face value with increased attention suggests that a ceiling effect may be unlikely, this directional difference might be due to chance. In addition, by using explicit instructions to direct subjects' attention to particular attributes, our manipulation could cause a demand effect. In our next study, to rule out the possibilities of both a ceiling effect for the face-value attribute and a demand effect of our manipulation, we attempt to replicate our results: First, changing the levels of the attributes so that face value is no longer the most important attribute, and second, using a new, and more subtle, visual cue manipulation.
The Effects of Visual Cues for Monetary
Value and Future Time on Valuation (Experiment 4) In this study, subjects were provided with visual cues for monetary value, for future time, or were not given visual cues (the control group), and we examined the effects of these conditions on their valuations of rewards similar to those used in Experiment 3.
Experiment 4: Method
Two hundred and eighteen students (111 female, 107 male; mean age 21.1 years, SD = 204 years) each rated their preferences for 15 hypothetical prizes of gift certificates for an online store in return for candy or partial course credit. This experiment was very similar to Experiment 3: The instructions for rating each prize, i.e., "Put 100 next to your favorite prize, etc." were identical, and the 15 options varied on the same three attributes. However, the levels of each attribute, their presentation, and the experimental manipulation were changed from Experiment 3. The levels of each attribute were: Product 4music CDs, DVDs, books5, Future time when the certificate would arrive (1 day, 2 weeks, 1 month, 6 months, or 18 months), and the Face value of the certificate 4$361 $441 $501 $581 $725. The combination of attribute levels was determined using a D-optimal designer. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three visual cue conditions (No cue, Time-cue, Value-cue). For no cue (i.e., control) subjects, each prize was presented in three columns containing the information of the three attributes presented in words and numbers (e.g., $50; 1 month; books). For subjects in the time-cue [value-cue] conditions, the future time [face value] attributes were instead presented using slash marks to represent the amount of time [dollars] . For future time, each slash mark represented two weeks' delay, while, for face value, each slash mark represented $2; so, for example, six months was represented by //////////// and $36 by //////////////////. This explanation, together with an example, was provided for subjects at the top of the relevant attribute column. The prizes were presented on a single page, with the slash marks presented on one line and left-justified in their respective columns, to ensure that comparison of the attribute levels presented in this way across the 15 prizes was extremely easy. Thus, this manipulation should facilitate the comparison of the future time levels or the face-value levels for subjects in the time-cue and value-cue conditions, respectively.
Experiment 4: Results
We used the same analytical approach that we used in Experiment 3. Just as in Experiment 3, we expected an interaction between the time-cue and control conditions and future time.
Excluded data. We excluded 30 subjects who exhibited a negative time preference.
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Comparison of time-cue and control groups on attributes.
A 4 (Future time: 2 weeks, 1 month, 6 months, 18 months)  2 (Visual cue: Time-cue, Control) ANOVA on subjects' time log-utility estimates revealed the predicted Future time  Visual cue interaction (see Table 1 ), with relatively higher discounting for the near future and lower discounting in the far future for subjects in the control condition. The overall influence, i.e., mean (max. log-utility  min. log-utility), of the future time attribute increased from 1.21 for controls to 1.35 for subjects in the time-cue condition. (The future time attribute had the greatest overall influence for all three conditions in this experiment.) Figure 7 shows the constant-sensitivity function for the average discount factors and provides a visual comparison with compound discounting. Consistent with the previous experiments, the time-sensitivity b estimates are lower in the control condition than in the time-cue condition (Table 1) at both the aggregate level, and at the individual level. This difference can be tested statistically for the individual-level estimates: t41215 = 2085, p = 00005, r = 0025; KruskalWallis, p = 00004. The impatience parameter, a, did not change significantly with the time-cue (by t-test or Kruskal-Wallis, ps > 0033), and was relatively uncorrelated with b (r s = 0011, p = 0015). A similar ANOVA analysis for each of the product and value attributes found no effect of the time-cue manipulation (F s < 1) (also see Figure 8 , which shows little change in the log-utilities for the product and face-value attribute levels with our manipulation).
Comparison of value-cue and control groups on attributes. Providing a visual value cue did not change the subjects' utilities significantly (F s < 1), though, as in Experiment 3, directionally the manipulation decreased utilities slightly. An ANOVA analysis for each of the future time and product attributes found that the value-cue condition did have some effect on valuations. There was a main effect of the manipulation for both product and future time utilities, where subjects in the value-cue condition placed relatively less value on products and showed less discounting overall (F s > 3054, ps < 0006, etas > 0017) , suggesting perhaps a slight decrease in attention to these attributes with the presence of the value cue.
Internal consistency. As in Experiments 2 and 3, the internal consistency of the subjects' ratings, calculated for each subject as the correlation between the predicted preference ratings for the 15 certificates (i.e., the estimated utilities) and their actual preference ratings, did not differ from the control group in either of the experimental conditions (by t-test, ps > 0023) suggesting that subjects in all three conditions took similar care in performing this valuation task.
Experiment 4: Conclusion
We replicated the effects of increased time-sensitivity, seen in Experiments 1, 2, and 3, where subjects who were provided with visual cues for future time had larger time-sensitivity parameter estimates, i.e., they were more time-sensitive where they showed relatively lower discounting for the near future and relatively more discounting for the far future, than controls without visual cues. An equivalent manipulation for face value replicated the results of Experiment 3, with no significant effect on face-value utilities, and the same directional effects when compared to controls without visual cues. Once again, the subjects' impatience was relatively independent of their time-sensitivity: The a parameter did not change significantly with the visual cue manipulation and was not significantly correlated with the time-sensitivity parameter.
The results replicated those in Experiment 3 even though a very different manipulation of attention was used, i.e., a visual cue rather than direct instruction, and even though face value was now not the most important attribute (unlike in Experiment 3). Furthermore, the visual cue enhanced the relative importance of future time, even though future time was already the most important attribute. That is, even when future time is the attribute that people are most influenced by, and so presumably paying the most attention to, they are still somewhat insensitive to the temporal dimension.
Summary and Conclusion
We examined the idea that the temporal dimension has a special fragility in terms of its impact on overall preference, contributing both theoretically and empirically to the literature on temporal discounting, a field with important implications for policy and decision making. Specifically, unlike the impact of other dimensions such as money, we suggest that people are insufficiently insensitive to future time, and what sensitivity they have is easily influenced. We provide empirical support for this. In addition, our theoretical contribution is the derivation of a discounting function that separates time-sensitivity from impatience, which enables examination of the effects of our manipulations on both constructs, and provides an easy comparison with the normative compound function, for which the time-sensitivity b estimate is equal to 1. In our four experiments, the subjects were considerably less sensitive than required by compound discounting (b estimates were considerably smaller than 1), and we successfully changed subjects' sensitivity to the temporal dimension: In Studies 1, 3, and 4, we increased subjects' time-sensitivity using a comparative within-subject presentation (Experiment 1), direct instruction (Experiment 3), or provision of a visual cue for the time dimension (Experiment 4), while in Experiment 2, we compromised subjects' time-sensitivity using time pressure.
The effects on the subjects' valuations were consistent: A significant interaction between the primary experimental manipulation (e.g., time pressure or attention instructions) and future time, where subjects in more time-sensitive conditions showed less discounting of near-future rewards and more discounting of far-future rewards compared to subjects in less time-sensitive conditions. More time-sensitive conditions are arguably more ideal for valuation: Subjects had more information (Experiment 1), more time (Experiment 2), paid more attention (Experiment 3), and were provided with a visual aid (Experiment 4). And their valuations were "better," in that they were somewhat closer to the normative compound form (the b estimates were closer to 1). They showed relatively less discounting of the near future, but relatively more discounting of the far future, suggesting that people are insensitive to the temporal dimension such that there is too much discounting of the near future but not enough discounting of the far future.
Changes in time-sensitivity occurred independent of impatience, with no significant effects on impatience in our four studies, and correlations between the time-sensitivity and impatience parameters were very low, suggesting that these may be separable constructs in discounting. The idea that temporal discounting may include multiple constructs is not new (see Frederick et al. 2002) , though time-insensitivity has not previously been a candidate construct.
Our success in manipulating time-sensitivity supports our proposal that the temporal dimension is relatively fragile, easily altered, unlike some other quantities that are unaffected by the same manipulations. In Experiment 2, restricting subjects' valuation time caused subjects to transfer attention from the time attribute to the restaurant attribute, even though future time was the most influential attribute for subjects with no pressure to make a quick valuation. A priori, one might expect increased attention to the most important (i.e., most influential) attribute to emerge as the simplest strategy when decision time is scarce. Rather, the temporal dimension seems unusually vulnerable, neglected when decisions had to be taken quickly. Similarly, in Experiments 3 and 4, increasing attention to the future time attribute using verbal instructions or a visual cue increased sensitivity leading to greater influence of future time in the subjects' valuations. In contrast, equivalent manipulations on the face-value attribute caused no increase in influence of face value, independent of whether future time or face value was the more important (influential) attribute. Monetary value was attended even when it was relatively unimportant, while the temporal dimension was neglected even when it was the most important attribute present.
That people may be naturally insensitive to the temporal dimension is consistent with previous research, which shows that people commonly neglect the duration of events in their evaluations of those events (Frederickson and Kahneman 1993) , due in part to a lack of attentional focus (Zakay 1998) . And the idea of natural time-insensitivity may provide a point of integration for quite different theories about the valuation of future events, for example, those based on temporal construal theory (Liberman and Trope 1998) and subadditivity (Read 2001) . Liberman and Trope (1998) have shown that people cognitively construe events in the distant future quite differently from events in the very near future: as abstract and pallid relative to a more concrete and vivid present. This may help explain the type of time-insensitivity people show. People are not completely insensitive to the temporal dimension (i.e., they do not show zero discounting). Rather, timeinsensitivity resembles an approach in which people put full weight on the present and similar smaller weight on all future times. This difference in weight may reflect a difference in perception in which events in the present or immediate future are perceived in one way (concrete and vivid) and valued similarly, while later events are perceived in another way (abstract and pallid) and also valued similarly. This is consistent with Ebert (2001) where, even with severely limited cognitive resources, people's valuations of the immediate and far future were quite different. With additional cognitive resources, effort, or motivation, people may correct these initial valuations-e.g., using an anchoring-an-adjustment process (Gilbert 2002, Tversky and Kahneman 1974 )-or use another form of systematic processing to produce the results we see in Ebert (2001) , where far-future valuations decrease with more cognitive resources, and in the current research, where nearfuture valuations increase and far-future valuations decrease with unlimited valuation time and greater attention to the temporal dimension.
In his account of the valuation of future events, Read (2001) has proposed that in many contextsthough probably not all-the hyperbolic shape of the discounting function can be explained by subadditive discounting: i.e., the discounting shown over a particular delay (e.g., over a year) will be greater when that delay is subdivided (e.g., into months). Read proposes an attentional explanation for subadditivity (alongside another alternative explanation), in which subdivision increases the overall attention assigned to the temporal dimension. The current research demonstrates a similar effect on discounting for the far future, using direct manipulations of attention, supporting his attentional explanation.
So, people might show the form of time-insensitivity we observe because of similarity in how they construe and then value events beyond the present, and the resulting insensitivity and inattention to variation in times beyond the present may help to explain why subadditivity occurs. In this way, natural time-insensitivity serves as a causal explanation of hyperbolic discounting, not simply an alternative description of the shape of the discounting function. And the manipulations we use to moderate timesensitivity, which change the structure of the discounting function to make it more or less hyperbolic, are among the first moderators of this fundamental psychological function to be demonstrated. To our knowledge, only one other study (currently unpublished) has done this (Zauberman et al. 2007 ). Similar to Ainslie (2001) , who argues that the hyperbolic form of the temporal discounting function is fundamental, we suggest that people's time-insensitivity is a natural tendency that is not readily corrected. Certainly, subjects' discounting remains far from exponential even with increased time-sensitivity in all four studies.
While people in our studies were not insensitive to dimensions like money, for other dimensions we might observe insensitivity similar to that for time. In particular, there are intriguing parallels between the time dimension and probability, as some have noted , Rachlin et al. 1991 , Keren and Roelefsma 1995 . The form of insensitivity shown for the temporal dimension (full weight on immediate future events, with similar smaller weight on all future times) has a counterpart in the probability domain where people put great weight on outcomes that are certain (100% chance) , while the weight put on outcomes of intermediate probabilities is smaller and relatively similar (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) .
Although we increased sensitivity with certain manipulations (giving people more time to think or focus their attention on the arrival date of an item), our respondents' valuations of future events did not come close to the compound norm. This raises the question of whether the personally ideal level of temporal sensitivity is possibly different from, and indeed lower than one 4b < 15. Our sensitivity-promoting manipulations invariably had the effect of increasing discounting of the far future. This highlights an old dilemma, namely, that intertemporal rationality 4b = 15 plus a nontrivial discount factor, licenses the decision maker to ignore distant future outcomes, whose impact is erased by the surprising power of compounding. Although temporal insensitivity does lead to preference reversals, this may be a small price to pay for the protection provided to one's long-term goals.
So, time-insensitivity may lead managers to be inappropriately indifferent between medium-term and longer-term consequences of similar merit. However, it may also promote extended vision, as they more heavily weight their long-term strategic goals.
Finally, our results suggest that preference reversals resulting from time-insensitivity relative to the compound norm are likely to be fairly robust to change. In the short-run (i.e., for decisions in the nearer future) managers will continue to desire instant results that may be inferior, and consumers will prefer rapid delivery of goods that may not be ideal. Those same managers and consumers will display relative patience in similar decisions when outcomes will occur in the distant future. Those managers with insight into these tendencies can try to prevent shortsighted behavior by committing to strategic plans when outcomes are still distant in time.
